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Freeze time and manipulate the world with endless possibilities: build the solution YOU want where nothing is scripted and
levels can be solved in multiple ways. When Super 5d3b920ae0
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I think this game is great. It adds a different aspect to a typical side scrolling platformer. The graphics look great and the game
plays as you would expect it to. We give it a 8/10 Check out our video review.. Another one of those puzzle platformers where
you can alter time to help you solve puzzles as you navigate a side scrolling level. I'm a big fan of these as I like platformers and
puzzle games and this one was quite good although really frustrating at points. Some levels make you start from the beginning of
complex sections each time you die, which can be often as you have to precisely jump between blades or dodge obstacles. The
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jumping levels are especially annoying as you always restart the whole level, while bosses force you to complete them in one go
and you have to rewatch the cut scene over and over. When in pause mode you move blocks around and often need to place
them precisely which can also be frustrating with a controller. However this is still a great game with excellent level design,
some cool levels in a ship and excellent puzzles that really make you think. Well worth a purchase.. Since the recommendation
compares Ethan: Meteor Hunter to Braid, I bought it hoping for challenging and well-designed puzzles, but the challange and the
difficulty of this game comes solely from jumping on and over things at the right time. As far as puzzles go, you can freeze time
and rearrange some parts of the area you are in, but it is not too hard to figure out what you need to do and when you need to do
it. The platformer part, on the other hand, is frustratingly hard, and you can't make it easier by being smart with the puzzles.
After the first couple of levels, I can't even get from checkpoint to checkpoint without dying a million times, which simply
prevents me from enjoying this game at all. On the whole, I don't recommend the game for it's original price, especially if you'd
buy it for the puzzles. If you like difficult platformers, you might like it though.. I made a video review, showing off some
gameplay and letting you know the basics here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmbFbg6vR4U Please check it out!. First
chapter, level design really repetitive. Too "hard" for a gameplay too slow. Final boss, no inspiration about how to kill it. If you
like ennoying challenge.. GREAT! A GOOD GAME! ENJOY IT!. Run around, apparently there are things to pick up, thus this
platformer came to be. 6.2 out of 10. 5/10 Never (before how) have I quit and unistalled a game only 90 minutes into playing it.
This game has charm and excitement, and each level is interesting and challenging. Unfortunately, its good points are horribly
overshadowed by the difficulty and requirement for split-second timing. To say that this game suffers from being too finicky, is
an understatement. Do not play this game unless you have either the reaction time of a fighter jet pilot, or more patience than
Ghandi.. that damn pogo level
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